Now we will put three letter words together. These words have one short vowel in the middle.

First, say the short vowel sound that goes with the pictures.
Now we will put three letter words together. These words have one short vowel in the middle.

First, say the short vowel sound that goes with the pictures.
Let's read the words below.

rat
fan
Let's read the words below.

rat

fan
Let's read the words below.

pen

hen
Let's read the words below.

pen

hen
Let's read the words below.

fox    box
Let's read the words below.

fox          box
Let's read the words below.

lip
pig
Let's read the words below.

lip
pig
Now, try to read the words below.

sun  tan  men
hop  tin  box
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

b____g

p____g
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Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

- **bug**
- **pig**
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

b___t

p___t
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

bat
pot
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

h____t

f____x
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

hat

fox
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

![Image of a leg] l____g

![Image of a hot dog] b____n
Let's say the missing short vowel sound for the pictures.

- leg
- bun
Now we will put three letter words together. These words have one short vowel in the middle.

First, say the short vowel sound that goes with the pictures.

Now, try to read the words below.

sun  tan  men
hop  tin  box

aeiou
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**4 CVC Words**

Read each clue to your student. You should say the sound that is in the slashes. For example, /at/ should be read as the sound in "cat".

1. Circle the picture that ends with /at/.
   - at
   - bat
   - at

2. Circle the picture that ends with /an/.
   - an
   - fan
   - an

3. Circle the picture that ends with /ox/.
   - ox
   - fox
   - ox

4. Circle the picture that ends with /op/.
   - op
   - op
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Help the cowboy lasso up all of the pictures that have the /an/ sound in the word (there are 5).
Draw a line from the word to its matching picture below.

sun    pig    hen
man    rat    hat
The astronaut's mission is locate all of the space junk that has the /at/ sound. Help the astronaut by crossing out those items (hint: there are 4).
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Read each clue to your student. You should say the sound that is in the slashes. For example, /en/ should be read as the sound in “pen”.

1. Circle the picture that ends with /en/.
   - en
   - 10

2. Circle the picture that ends with /un/.
   - un

3. Circle the picture that ends with /up/.
   - up

4. Circle the picture that ends with /ed/.
Draw lines to match the words to their pictures.

1. cap
2. bun
3. cup
4. lip
5. pot
6. fan
The first sound for each word is above the picture. Circle the letters that finish the word.

1. b _ _ _ _
   [bat] unit at

2. b _ _ _ _
   [hot dog] unit at

3. _ _ _ _
   [leg] eg ig

4. p e g _ _
   [pig] eg ij ig

5. c _ _ _ _
   [can] un an at

6. m _ _ _ _
   [map] ad op ap
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Trace the given letters and fill in the vowel for the missing short vowel sound.

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

h___

10  t___
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The first sound for each word is above the picture.
Circle the letters that finish the word.

1. b ox
   a x
   u x

2. b ud
   i g
   u g

3. m en
   a n
   a m

4. p an
   e n
   i n

5. c a q
   a p
   a d

6. h un
   e n
   e n
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Below is Bleep from planet Blah. Bleep speaks a different language. See if you can read the words that Bleep says.

Note: these are nonsense words for phonics practice.
All 'g' and 'c's have the hard sound as in "get" and "cat" and all vowels are short.

tup  pix  tig
dag  han  gad
bot  pid  sut
cug  pom
rom  nid
lat  maz
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Draw lines to match the words to their pictures.

1. mitt
2. top
3. fox
4. pan
5. sun
6. pen
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Bleep wants to learn some words from our language. Circle the words that make sense.
Read the sentence to your student, but do not read the answer choices.

1. We sleep in a ___.
   bud  bid  bed

2. Instead of standing, we sometimes ___.
   net  sit  got

3. The opposite of cold is ___.
   tin  kit  hot

4. When you eat a peach, do not eat the ___.
   pit  dig  tip
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Choose the word that belongs in the sentence and write it on the line.
Read the sentences to your student; do not read the word choices.
* Make sure your student says the sounds of the letters as they write them.

pet  wax  pop

1. I like to ___________________________ my dog.

bag  rug  sun

2. The ___________________________ is very hot.

win  mix  dig

3. I will ___________________________ the race!

pet  wig  bug

4. The frog eats the ___________________________.
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Bleep wants to learn some words from our language. Circle the words that make sense.

Read the sentence to your student, but do not read the answer choices.

1. People sometimes chew ___.
   mug  gum  lip

2. When it rains, we get ___.
   wet  wit  win

3. The opposite of happy is ___.
   did  bad  sad

4. When we get angry, we are ___.
   lid  mad  nod
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Write the words for the pictures below.

1. [Image of a hat]
2. [Image of a flag]
3. [Image of a bed]
4. [Image of a pot]
5. [Image of a can]
6. [Image of a cup]
7. [Image of a pig]
8. [Image of a bat]

b__ __

f__ __
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Choose the word that belongs in the sentence and write it on the line.

* Read the sentences to your student; do not read the word choices.
* Make sure your student says the sounds of the letters as (s)he writes them.

fat mop rip

1. The opposite of skinny is ____________________________.

bag rug man

2. A ____________________________ lays on the floor.

wig bug lip

3. A ____________________________ is made of hair.

hug big dot

4. The opposite of little is ____________________________.

wax gum tax

5. A candle is made of ____________________________.
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4 CVC Words

Review

Read the words below.

rap  bed  sit
gap  led  pit
lap  red  hit
lot  run  tip
got  bun  hip
hot  pun  sip

Review CVC words with the online games for this program at www.blastoff4reading.com.